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Abstract
Introduction: Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a non-invasive method of brain stimulation that modulates cortical excitability via constant weak
electric currents.
Case presentation: We tested the feasibility and preliminary effects of combined tDCS with repetitive, task-specific practice of the affected upper extremity in a
19-year-old individual with no meaningful use of the right arm due to a chronic left middle cerebral artery infarction at the age of 12 years old. The subject underwent
10 training sessions over 2 weeks during which he received 40 minutes of tDCS while performing repetitive, multidirectional arm reaching and hand grasp/release
activities in a gravity-supported, computer-enhanced environment. Potential side effects were investigated using the Digit Span test, the nine-item Patient Health
Questionnaire, and the tDCS Adverse Effects Questionnaire. Clinical outcome measures were gathered pre-training, post-training and 2 weeks after the end of
training. These measures included (i) the Jebsen-Taylor Hand Function Test, (ii) the Box and Block Test, (iii) the Fugl-Meyer Assessment for upper extremity, and
(iv) Motor Activity Log. In addition, during the training sessions, we collected kinematic measures during arm reaching. The subject tolerated the brain stimulation
well. There were no effects on mood or working memory. Clinical outcome measures showed improvements in upper extremity motor function that were retained 2
weeks after completion of training. Movement kinematic parameters showed similar trends in response to training: improvements in mean speed, maximum speed,
and acceleration of arm reaching movements.
Conclusions: Despite the fact that this case report does not detangle the effects of tDCS from motor training, it provides initial detailed clinical and kinematic data
showing beneficial effects of tDCS for enhancing motor recovery when combined with Gravity-Supported, Computer-Enhanced Arm Training that are useful for
future trials planning the use of this combined approach in pediatric stroke. We review the use of combined robotic-based arm training and tDCS for motor recovery
in stroke.

Introduction
Stroke in children is rare, with a reported incidence of about 2.3
to 13.0 per 100,000 per year [1]. However, up to 45% of these children
continue to experience long-term motor impairments following stroke.
Clinically meaningful recovery of the upper limb motor function in the
chronic phase is rare despite the plasticity of the developing brain [2,3].
Non-invasive brain stimulation is a novel approach that holds the
promise of facilitating motor recovery after pediatric stroke. Kirton
et al. [4] provided preliminary evidence that repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation (rTMS) can be used to facilitate the achievement
of motor improvements in pediatric stroke survivors via inhibition of
the unaffected motor cortex. Transcranial direct current stimulation
(tDCS) is another non-invasive brain stimulation technique with
potential for improving motor gains. It has advantages over rTMS,
such as the greater portability and lower cost, the ability to stimulate
both hemispheres simultaneously [5,6], the long-lasting effects on
cortical excitability with no significant adverse effects, and the lower
level of discomfort experienced by patients. However, tDCS has never
been tested in pediatric stroke survivors.
In the single-case study herein presented, we explored the effects of
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tDCS in combination with motor training. The goal of the combined
treatment is based on the mechanisms of tDCS as this technique
changes the neuronal spontaneous firing in a large neuronal network;
thus the combination with a behavioral training, such as motor arm
training, can guide plasticity and induce significant neuroplastic
modifications in the affected corticospinal system. We used tDCS with
a montage that allowed inhibition of the unaffected motor cortex (i.e.
unaffected M1) via cathodal stimulation and facilitation of the affected
motor cortex (i.e. affected M1) via anodal stimulation as used before
[6]. We chose a rehabilitation technique marked by high intensity
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and specificity of motor training. This choice was motivated by the
growing body of evidence indicating that intensity and specificity of
motor training are important elements to achieve recovery of motor
functions [7-9]. We delivered high intensity and specificity of motor
training by using the Armeo Spring system (Hocoma AG). The system
is an adjustable arm exoskeleton with integrated springs that can be set
to passively counterbalance the weight of the arm, thereby reducing
the effort required by the paretic arm to overcome gravity. The device
is able to provide visual feedback through a virtual environment (i.e.
computer games). Housman et al. [10] showed that the use of the
Armeo Spring system in stroke rehabilitation leads to significant motor
gains. We used this device to achieve repetitive training of arm reach
and hand grasp/release in an engaging environment that could be
adapted to the subject capabilities. A data glove system was added to
the Armeo system to enhance training of hand grasp/release [11].
Tests administered pre-training, post-training, and 2 weeks after
completion of training allowed us to evaluate safety and feasibility of
administering the technique in a pediatric chronic stroke survivor. In
addition, clinical measures were gathered to assess the initial efficacy
of tDCS in combination with motor training. Finally, we collected
kinematic measures during training to explore the relationship
between motor gains and changes in the biomechanics of movement
during training.

Case presentation
The subject was a 19-year-old male with right hemiparesis due to
a left middle cerebral artery territory infarction following spontaneous
dissection of the internal carotid artery sustained when he was 12 years
old. He had grade 4 strength in the arm and hand as assessed using
the Medical Research Council (MRC) Scale for Muscle Strength. The
sum of the Modified Ashworth scores for the elbow, wrist and finger
flexors and extensors was 8 at baseline. Motor function in the right
upper extremity was impaired such that the subject rarely used it in
functional tasks during the performance of activities of daily living. He
walked independently and language and cognitive abilities were within
normal limits.
Written informed consent was obtained from the patient before
the start of the study. After consenting and recruitment in the study,
the subject underwent 10 sessions of tDCS concurrent with repetitive,
multidirectional arm reaching and hand grasp/release activities in the
gravity-supported, computer-enhanced environment provided by the
Armeo Spring system (Hocoma AG). Motor training consisted of a
variety of motor tasks performed in a virtual environment including:
picking up objects from shelves and placing them in a bin, picking up
eggs from a basket and cracking them over a frying pan, and picking
up apples at a virtual supermarket and placing them in a shopping cart.
During training, the subject wore a data glove that allowed us to track
hand aperture [11]. The data glove was used to integrate hand grasp/
release movements in the computer games (Figure 1). Training was
carried out over 2 weeks.
tDCS was applied over the primary motor cortex (M1) for 40
minutes during each motor training sessions. A continuous current of
1 mA was applied during training with a ramp up and ramp down time
of 10 s. The direct current was generated by a battery-driven, constant
current stimulator (Iomed Phoresor PM850) and delivered to the
subject by means of a saline-soaked pair of surface sponge electrodes
(35 cm2). The positive electrode (i.e. anode) was placed over the affected
primary motor cortex (i.e. affected M1). The negative electrode (i.e.
cathode) was placed over the contralateral primary motor cortex (i.e.
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Figure 1. An explicative subject during performance of the assessment game with the
Armeo Spring system combined with the data glove. The picture shows also the electrodes
used to deliver tDCS during training.

unaffected M1). Electrodes were located at C3 and C4 according to the
10/20 international EEG system. The goal of this montage is to decrease
cortical excitability in the unaffected motor cortex and increase it in the
affected motor cortex as demonstrated before [6].
The subject tolerated the brain stimulation well. No adverse
effects as well as effects on mood and working memory were detected
as measured by the tDCS Adverse Event Questionnaire, the Patient
Health Questionnaire-9, and the forward and backward Digit Span
test [12]. tDCS Adverse Event Questionnaire compiled by the subject
at the end treatment showed minor scalp discomfort and trouble
concentrating, but no headache, neck pain, tingling, scalp burns, skin
redness, sleepiness and mood changes. No adverse effects were selfreported by the subject at the 2-week follow-up visit. No changes were
observed in the forward and backward Digit Span test. The subject was
able to recall 5 digits forward and 3 digits backward at each testing
session. Finally, the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 score remained
unchanged to 8 pre-training vs. post-training.
Clinical outcome measures (Table 1) were gathered at pre-training,
post-training and 2 weeks after the end of training. Both the Jebsen
Taylor Hand Functional Test (JTHFT), a timed test that evaluates 7
hand functions commonly used in activities of daily living, and the
Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) test for upper extremity, a measure of
motor impairment, improved immediately post training. The subject
continued to show improvements in these measures at the 2-week
follow-up testing session. Specifically, the subject improved in all the
hand tasks of the JTHFT, but more markedly in picking up small
objects (paper clips, pennies and bottle tops) and placing them in a
can (from 16 s to 11.9 s post-training and to 9.3 s at the 2-week followup testing session). The results of the FMA tests showed gains both in
proximal and in distal function. 5-point and 6-point gains with respect
to baseline were observed in proximal function post-training and
2-week after completion of training respectively. 3-point and 5-point
gains were observed in distal function at the post-training and followup sessions. The Box and Block test, a timed test that measures the
number of wooden blocks taken at a time and placed in an empty box
in 1 min, showed only minor changes. The Modified Ashworth Scale
(MAS) was used to assess spasticity at the elbow, wrist and proximal
interphalangeal joints (PIPJ). The sum of the MAS scores for the elbow,
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wrist and PIPJ flexors and extensors was used to track longitudinal
changes in the severity of spasticity [13]. Immediately post-training,
the above-defined cumulative MAS score decreased from 8 to 5.5. The
improvement was retained at the 2-week follow-up session. The Motor
Activity Log (MAL), a self-reported measure of the amount and quality
of the use of the affected hand in everyday life, showed improvements
in both dimensions (i.e. amount of quantity of use) post-training that
was retained 2 weeks after completion of training.
Kinematic measures of arm reaching were collected from the
Armeo Spring system using a game specifically designed for assessment
purposes. In the game, the subject was encouraged to collect coins as
they appeared on different parts of the screen. The cursor position on
the screen was determined by the X and Y coordinates of the distal
end of the arm exoskeleton, which corresponded to the medio-lateral
and antero-posterior position of the distal end of the exoskeleton
respectively. These measures corresponded to an approximation
of the (X,Y) coordinates of the position of the hand in a reference
system with origin on the acromion of the ipsilateral shoulder. The
X and Y position of the distal end of the exoskeleton were remapped
in the game in the horizontal and vertical position of a cursor shown
on the computer screen. These measures were recorded at 100 Hz
while the subject participated in the assessment game. Although the
system provided also the vertical coordinate of the distal end of the

arm exoskeleton (i.e. Z coordinate), we considered the kinematics
of the game movements in the X,Y plane because only the X and Y
coordinates of the distal end of the exoskeleton were used in the game.
We derived the magnitude of the 2-D position vector of the distal
end of the arm exoskeleton defined as:=
r (t )
x(t ) 2 + y (t ) 2 . In addition,
the mean speed, maximum speed, mean velocity, max velocity along
with the jerk metric and speed metric were computed over the course
of the assessment game. Consistently with the definition proposed by
Rohrer et al. [14], we estimated the jerk metric as the negative mean
jerk value divided by the maximum speed value. The jerk metric has
units of 1/s2. The speed metric was estimated as the normalized mean
speed, i.e. the mean speed value divided by the maximum speed value.
Changes during the training period in kinematic parameters are shown
in Figure 2. Numerical values gathered during the pre-training and
post-training sessions are reported in Table 2. Significant changes
(p<0.05) were observed in mean speed value, maximum speed value,
maximum acceleration value, and jerk metric. A trend (p=0.064) was
also observed in minimum acceleration value. No significant changes
were observed in speed metric.

Discussion
This is the first report of safety and feasibility of combining tDCS
and motor training in a chronic pediatric stroke survivor. The subject

Figure 2. Changes in kinematic measures with training as measured using the assessment game. The game was run 3 times at the end of each training session. Relevant kinematic parameters
(i.e. mean speed, maximum speed, minimum acceleration, maximum acceleration, jerk metric, and speed metric) were computed for each run. To assess the effect of individual training
sessions on kinematic parameters, a linear regression was performed on the mean kinematic measure values (i.e. circles) for each training session. Statistically significant regression
coefficients for the slope of the regression line (summarized in Table 2) suggest a significant change in the kinematic of motion as a function of training.
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Table 1. Outcome measures at pre-training, post-training and the 2-week follow-up visits.
Clinical Test

Pre-training

Post-training

Follow-up

81.8

75.8

65

Box and Block (number)

34

32

36

Fugl-Meyer Assessment

39

47

50

Modified Ashworth Scale (sum)

8

5.5

4

Jebsen Taylor Hand Function (s)

Motor Activity Log (amount)

1.1

1.5

1.4

Motor Activity Log (quantity)

1

1.3

1.3

Table 2. Kinematic measures gathered using the assessment game during the first and last training sessions. Percentage changes and significance of the changes identified by the regression
lines are also shown.
Parameter
mean speed

Pre

Post

% Change

Delta/ Session

Confidence Interval

9.975

12.835

28.671

0.407

[0.1676, 0.6464]

0.004

max speed

43.634

52.643

20.649

1.486

[0.5308, 2.4415]

0.007

min accel.

-107.714

-124.464

15.551

-3.196

[-6.6248, 0.2336]

0.064

max accel.

108.933

139.386

27.956

4.250

[0.3628, 8.1374]

0.036

jerk metric

-2.287

-3.361

46.961

-0.131

[-0.1817, -0.0796]

<0.001

speed metric

0.237

0.244

3.147

0.001

[-0.0021, 0.0033]

0.637

who participated in the study was a 19–year–old individual with
residual hemiparesis following a stroke at the age of 12 years old. The
subject tolerated well brain stimulation during the 40-minute training
sessions. He reported minor scalp discomfort and trouble concentrating
at the end of treatment (i.e. at the end of the last training session) but
no adverse events at 2 weeks after completion of training. Besides, the
subject never reported any headache, scalp burning sensation, tingling,
skin redness, sleepiness, or mood changes. Furthermore, the Patient
Health Questionnaire-9 and the forward and backward Digit Span
tests did not show any changes pre-training vs. post-training and at the
2-week follow-up visit.

Limitations and insights of this case report
The present case report has a number of limitations. First, in a noncontrolled single-case study, placebo effect would be partly responsible
for clinical gains. Specifically, placebo effect occurs when subjects
expectation leads them to experience some change even though they
receive ineffective treatments. Second, our intervention combined two
treatments (i.e. real-tDCS and upper extremity motor training); for this
reason, our findings could not detangle tDCS effects from arm motor
training one.
Besides these limitations, remarkable insights in this report are the
kinematic analysis of arm function, in addition to clinical measures.
This is a sensitive tool to objectively evaluate impaired function after
stroke. Kinematic measures of arm reaching were collected from the
Armeo Spring system using a game specifically designed for assessment
purposes. The addition of a sensorized glove for hand training may
have improved distal recovery and motor skill transfer into daily
life activities. Those instruments are closer to achieve the ultimate
rehabilitation goal, which is having a real-world effects with positive
impact on community-based activites. In addition, it is important
to underscore that this subject had undergo several rehabilitation
treatments before and had obtained limited improvement in these past
interventions. Given the lack of improvement and duration of stroke
(7 years), the improvement observed in this case report is promising
for future trials testing this combined intervention in pediatric stroke.
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p-value

Motor training with robotics and virtual environments
Robotics: In the past decades, many robotic devices have been
developed for the upper extremity stroke rehabilitation. Robots
may enhance conventional motor therapy, increasing repetitions of
well-defined motor tasks (massed practice) with an improvement of
motivation due to the feedback of the device; they can be programmed
to perform in different functional modes according to the subject level
of motor impairment. Existing robotic upper-limb training devices
(i.e. MIT-MANUS) [15] primarily train the proximal portions of the
upper limb (arm); while few devices provide therapy to the hand and
fingers [9]. Takahashi et al. have shown as a robot-based therapy may
offer improvements in hand motor function in chronic stroke subjects
combined with a cortical reorganization of motor maps. Up to date,
several studies highlighted how robot-assisted therapy would improve
arm motor function [16-19] and activities of daily living [20] after
stroke. In addition, robots can be used to gain insights into the stroke
recovery process, such as the anticipatory control of arm movement
[21] or motor synergies [22]. Hogan et al. have provided meaningful
clinical recommendations on the delivery of upper limb robotic
therapy. They have suggested that the form of robotic therapy (active
participation, progressive training based on motor coordination) may
be more important than its intensity [23].
Virtual reality: Virtual reality training create a simulated
environment for the retraining of motor function, through an
interacting and motivating setting in which practice intensity and
feedback can be tailored on individualized treatments. In virtual
reality-based rehabilitation, implicit learning could have a key role
leading to functional improvement after stroke. Virtual reality scenario
usually reproduces real life objects and actions (i.e. pick up a glass) and
could be immersive or non-immersive. Non-immersive systems are
more suitable for rehabilitation due to their easier management and
lower risk of side effects (i.e. cyber-sickness, dizziness). Interactive
gaming systems are new technologies that offer great potential for
neurorehabilitation providing high repetition intensity, specific
task practice, training in an engaging environment offering high
motivation to the patient, and enhanced feedback about the training
results and motor task performance. Some controlled studies have been
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published so far exploring the feasibility and effectiveness of VR-based
interventions in stroke survivors, and encouraging data are available
[24-26].

Gravity-Supported, Computer-Enhanced Arm Training
The Therapy Wilmington Robotic Exoskeleton (T-WREX) was
developed to help subjects who suffered from a brain lesion training
their paretic arm [27] through repetitive, task-oriented movements in a
virtual learning environment. This is a five freedom device that able arm
movements in a wide workspace. Recently, Housman et al. [10] showed
that the use of the system in rehabilitation leads to significant motor
gains in chronic stroke survivors. By using a data glove in combination
with the Armeo Spring system (Hocoma AG), we were able to deliver
repetitive training consisting of arm reaching and hand grasp/release
movements in an engaging environment, i.e. via the use of computer
games. The tasks presented in the computer games were designed with
focus on functional movements. Providing external support to the
paretic arm (via the system exoskeleton) has been shown to improve
the performance of arm reaching tasks in stroke survivors [28]. The
effects of the proximal arm gravity – supported environment could
encourage a gradually control of voluntary movement (i.e. elbow
extension), working against pathological coupling shoulder abduction
- elbow flexion evidenced in stroke survivors [28].

Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) for motor recovery in stroke
Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) is a non-invasive
brain stimulation technique that delivers weak direct currents to the
cortex via two electrodes placed on the scalp. tDCS acts by inducing
sustained changes in neural cell membrane potential: cathodal tDCS
leads to brain hyperpolarization (inhibition), whereas anodal results in
brain depolarization (excitation) [29,30].
tDCS is a powerful tool to modulate human brain function and
to improve the beneficial effects of neurorehabilitation: performance
improvements reported so far with tDCS have been moderate in
magnitude (10-30%) and relatively transient. These findings reported
motor gains that lasted for more than 30 min after the end of the
stimulation period. Behavioral gains were accompanied by enhanced
cortical excitability.
Possible strategies to influence motor function in the paretic hand
are providing an up-regulation of excitability in M1 (affected side) via
anodal tDCS and a down-regulation of excitability in M1 (unaffected
side) via cathodal tDCS.

Combined treatment with robotic-based arm training
and tDCS
In animal models combining non-invasive brain stimulation and
exercise enhance motor recovery [38]. Few clinical trials have shown
the feasibility and effects of combining tDCS and behavioral training.
Preliminary data highlighted the positive effects of combining bilateral
tDCS and gravity-supported, computer-enhanced arm training in
traumatic brain injury survivors [39]. In the past few years, other
studies explored the combination of M1 anodal tDCS over the affected
hemisphere with robotics during sub-acute [40] and chronic stroke [41]
and cathodal tDCS over the unaffected hemisphere with occupational
therapy [42].
Recently, a bilateral tDCS montage has been used combined with
motor training: this montage seems to be useful to enhance motor
effects of physical therapy [43] and constrained-induced movement
therapy in stroke survivors [44].
The results of this case report indicate that tDCS is a promising
technique for enhancing motor recovery when combined with repetitive
functional task training. After training, both proximal (shoulder and
elbow) and distal (wrist and hand) impairment measures gathered
using the Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale improved markedly. The motor
gains shown by measures of impairments affecting the shoulder and
elbow may be attributable to the training of arm reaching activities,
while the motor gains at the wrist and hand may be due to the training
of hand grasp/release activities using the data glove. Improvements at
the wrist and hand were likely enhanced by tDCS, which was applied
over the cortical representation of the hand motor area. Changes in
impairment level shown by the Fugl-Meyer Assessment measures
were paralleled by changes in functional level measured using the
Jebsen Taylor Hand Functional Test. Interestingly, the Fugl-Meyer
Assessment scale measures and the Jebsen Taylor Hand Functional
Test measures showed further clinical improvements at the 2-week
follow-up visit compared to post-training. A possible explanation
may be that long-lasting neuromodulatory effects of tDCS might have
augmented the benefits associated with an increased level of amount
and quality of use of the affected side (shown by the Motor Activity
Log measures) due to the improved upper extremity functional level
reached by the patient after training. In other terms, the greater use
of the affected arm in combination with long-lasting effects of tDCS
may have led to further improvements during the two weeks following
completion of training.

Anodal tDCS delivered to M1 over the affected side was tested
in subjects with chronic stroke in experimental designs [31,32] and
recently reviewed [33,34]. Another neuromodulation approach is
reducing the excitability in M1 over the unaffected side with cathodal
tDCS [35]. Studies with cathodal tDCS reported improvements in
motor task lasted for the same amount of time [36].

Consistently with previous reports in adult stroke survivors,
we speculate that motor training and tDCS might mutually increase
their effects thus leading to significant improvements in motor skills
[31,32]. The aim of combining tDCS and motor training is to modulate
the response of motor cortex area to a behavioral therapy via the
neuromodulation effect of tDCS. So far, encouraging results have been
shown in animal experiments [45] and human studies [6,40,41]. The
results herein presented add positive findings to previous literature and
encourage further studies in pediatric stroke survivors.

Recently, a bilateral tDCS montage has been proposed in stroke
survivors to reduce inter-hemispheric inhibition (via cathodal
stimulation over M1 unaffected) and to enhance cortical excitability
(via anodal stimulation over M1 affected) with the final goal to increase
motor function during motor training. This montage seems to be useful
to enhance motor performance during Jebsen Taylor Hand Functional
Test in a chronic stroke sample [37].

The large motor gain observed in this single-case study may
be attributable to a combination of factors: the intensity and taskspecificity of the motor training regimen, the neuromodulation effect
of tDCS and the young age of the subject which is likely to be associated
with increased plasticity compared to adult stroke survivors. These
results are particularly remarkable given that the subject underwent
motor training seven years after suffering a stroke.
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Future directions
Up to date, the best way to optimize the effects of coupling tDCS
and motor training still need further investigations. Presumably,
important key factors are the time from stroke, the role of lesion site,
the site and type of stimulation, the timing of stimulation in relation to
physical intervention and the motor task.
tDCS stimulation can be delivered just before the motor task,
priming functional networks for the physical intervention; during
the behavioral intervention when it might preferentially interact with
the networks selectively recruited by the ongoing task; or after motor
training to promote a long-term consolidation of new neural pathways.
Relative to the parameters of stimulation (number of session, frequency,
intensity and site) future clinical trails need to take into account that
only prolonged and consecutive sessions of tDCS can translate into a
long-lasting functional gains in stroke patients [46].
An area for future investigation is also the detection of motor tasks
more susceptible to modulation by tDCS, in order to promote the
maximum functional recovery in stroke survivors. Future clinical trials
should be designed including neurophysiological (i.e. transcranial
magnetic stimulation) and neuroimaging (i.e.functional magnetic
resonance) measurements to better understand neural substrates
underlying motor performance. The findings of our report motivate
future investigations concerning the use of tDCS to enhance the effects
of rehabilitation interventions. Future studies would have to assess if
a longer training program would result in greater functional benefits.
Otherwise, a longer-term follow-up is necessary to evaluate long-term
retention of the observed motor gains.
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